
AO1 ‘Information and Ideas’ 

 Read and understand a range of texts, identifying obvious 

ideas as well as ‘reading between the lines’ for implied 

meanings.  

 Select information and evidence from the text to support 

ideas.  

 Make connections between texts. 
 

Confident 
I confidently identify main ideas and infer meaning (‘read between the 

lines’) in a range of texts. I support my points with a range of carefully 

selected examples and confidently make relevant connections between 

texts. 

Competent 
 I identify the main ideas in a range of texts and successfully ‘read 

between the lines’ to uncover implied meanings.  I support my points with a 

range of appropriate examples and make relevant connections between 

texts.  

 Developing 
I pick out obvious meanings in texts and sometimes ‘read between the lines’ 

to uncover implied meanings. I support my points with relevant examples 

and am beginning to make relevant connections between texts.  

 

Attempting 
I pick out the obvious meanings in what I read. I support my points with 

some relevant examples and am aware of straightforward connections 

between texts. 
 

Precise and convincing 
I interpret information and ideas, as well as infer meaning, in a convincing 

way. I support my points with precisely selected examples and confidently 

make connections within and between texts. 
  

 

Emerging 
I pick out the obvious meanings in what I read. I support my points with 

obvious examples and am aware of simple connections between texts. 
 



 

AO2 ‘Structure’ 

 

 Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use structure 

to create certain effects and influence the reader. 

 Use a range of subject terminology. 
 

 

 

Confident 
I analyse how writers use structural devices to influence the reader and 

create effects. I use carefully-selected examples to support my points and 

explore the effects in detail. I use subject terminology to develop my 

analysis. 

Competent 
I clearly explain how writers structure texts to influence the reader and 

create effects.  I select appropriate examples to support my points and 

explain the effects. I use relevant subject terminology.   

 

 Developing 
I comment on how writers structure texts to influence the reader and 

create effects.  I select examples to support my points and explain some 

of the effects. I use some subject terminology.   

Attempting 
I make straightforward comments about how writers structure/ organise 

texts to influence the reader and create effects. I pick out examples to 

support my ideas. I use basic subject terminology. 

Precise and convincing 
I analyse in detail how writers use structural devices to influence the 

reader and create effects. I use precisely-selected examples to support 

my points and explore the effects in detail. I use well-chosen subject 

terminology to develop my analysis. 

 

 

Emerging 
I make simple comments about how writers structure/ organise texts to 

influence the reader and create effects. I pick out some examples to 

support my ideas.  



AO2 ‘Language’ 

 

 Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language 

(words) to create certain effects and influence the reader. 

 Use a range of subject terminology. 

 
 

 

Confident 
I analyse how writers use language to influence the reader and create 

effects. I use carefully-selected words and phrases to support my points 

and explore the effects in detail. I use subject terminology to develop my 

analysis. 

Competent 
I clearly explain how writers use language to influence the reader and 

create effects.  I select appropriate words and phrases to support my 

points and explain the effects. I use relevant subject terminology.   

 

 Developing 
I comment on how writers language texts to influence the reader and 

create effects.  I select words and phrases to support my points and 

explain some of the effects. I use some subject terminology.   

Attempting 
I make straightforward comments about how writers use language to 

influence the reader and create effects. I pick out obvious words and 

phrases to support my ideas. I use basic subject terminology. 

Precise and convincing 
I analyse in detail how writers use language to influence the reader and 

create effects. I use precisely-selected words and phrases to support my 

points and explore the effects in detail. I use well-chosen subject 

terminology to develop my analysis. 

 

 

Emerging 
I make simple comments about how writers use language (words) to 

influence the reader and create effects. I pick out some examples to 

support my ideas.  



AO3 ‘Comparison’ 
 

 Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives (points of view) in 

two or more texts 

 Compare how ideas and perspectives are conveyed in two or 

more texts  
 

 

Confident 
I make clear and controlled points of comparison about how writers’ 

ideas/perspectives are conveyed. I support my ideas using a balanced selection of 

well-chosen examples. I confidently analyse comparisons of theme, language and/or 

structure across the texts. 

 
Competent 
 I make clear points of comparison about how writers’ ideas/perspectives are 

conveyed. I select appropriate examples from both texts to support my ideas. I 

clearly explain comparative comments about theme, language and/or structure. 

 

 Developing 
I am beginning to develop points of comparison about writers’ ideas/perspectives. I 

support my ideas with relevant examples from both texts. I am beginning to develop 

comparative comments about theme, language or structure. 

 

Attempting 
I make obvious comparisons between writers’ ideas/perspectives. I support my 

ideas with straightforward examples from one or both texts. I make some 

straightforward comments about theme, language or structure (in one or both 

texts). 

 

Precise and convincing 
I make detailed comparisons of how writers’ ideas/perspectives are conveyed. I 

support my ideas using precisely-selected and convincing examples. I thoroughly 

analyse comparisons of theme, language and/or structure across the texts. 

 

Emerging 

I make simple comparisons between writers’ ideas/perspectives. I try to 

support my ideas with examples from one or both texts. I try to make 

simple comments about theme, language or structure (in one or both texts). 



AO4 ‘Whole text evaluation’ 

 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of texts and writers’ methods by 

giving  

 your own opinion 

 Select examples from the text to support your ideas 
 

Confident 
I analyse the success of the text in a clear and controlled way, discussing ideas, 

themes, events and/or settings. I clearly analyse the effect the writer’s methods 

have on the reader. I support my comments with appropriate and well-selected 

examples from the text. 

Competent 
 I make clear evaluative comments on ideas, themes, events and/or 

settings. I clearly explain the effects the writer’s methods have on the 

reader. I select examples from the text to support my comments. 

 

 Developing 
I offer my opinion on the text and am beginning to evaluate the ideas, themes, 

events and/or settings of the text. I comment on how the writer creates 

effects. I use examples from the text which support my ideas.  

 

 Attempting 

I make straightforward comments or give my opinion on ideas, themes, 

events or settings. I attempt to comment on how the writer creates 

effects. I use some examples from the text which support my ideas.  

 

Precise and convincing 
I analyse the success of the text in a detailed and controlled way, discussing 

ideas, themes, events and/or settings. I give my critical opinion of the impact the 

writer’s methods have on the reader. I support my comments with precisely-

selected examples from the text. 

 

Emerging 

I show simple understanding of the text – I describe ideas, themes, events 

or settings. I use simple examples to support my ideas. 



AO5 ‘Communication of Ideas’ 

 

 Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively.  

 Select and adapt tone, style and register for different 

forms, purposes and audiences. 
 

 

Confident 
My communication is clear, coherent and confident. My choice of tone, 

style and register is always clear to the purpose, form and audience; I use 

effective range of vocabulary with evidence of successful use of language 

devices.  

 

Competent 
 My communication is competent and clear. My choice of tone, style and 

formality is generally clear to the purpose, form and audience; I make more 

effective vocab choices with evidence of growing success in my choice of 

language devices.  
 

 Developing 
My communication is mostly successful. I use a straightforward tone and 

style; generally I maintain the purpose, form and audience; I am beginning 

to use choose new words along with some successful use of language 

devices.  
 

Attempting 
I communicate a few ideas and attempt to be aware of the type of writing 

and its purpose.  I try to be aware of an appropriate tone and style; do I 

need to be formal or informal? 
 

Precise and convincing 
My communication is convincing and fluent. My choice of tone, style and 

register precisely match purpose, form and audience; I use a wide range 

vocabulary with evidence of careful consideration of language devices’ 

effects.  

 

Emerging 
I communicate basic ideas in a simple way.  I have some awareness of the 

way the writing should sound.  I have a basic sense of how I should put a 

piece of writing together. 
 



AO5b ‘Structure and organisation’ 

 

 Organise information and ideas.  

 Use structure and grammatical features to support coherence 

and cohesion of texts. 

Confident 
I use an engaging structure, coherent paragraphing and a range of 

structurally and grammatically effective features. I sequence my work with 

control and purpose, matching the writing style in a logical and creative 

way. 

 

 Competent 
I use quite an engaging structure, mostly accurate paragraphing. I usually 

use effective structural and grammatical features. My work shows a clear 

and logical development. 

 Developing 
I make some attempt to structure my work, link ideas relevantly and use 

some appropriate paragraphing.  I try to use structural and grammatically 

features; this is with varying success. My work has some shape and 

direction. 
 

Attempting 
I link one or more relevant ideas.  I organise my work in a basic way e.g. 

paragraphs.  I make simple use of grammar and structure.  My work shows 

some direction. 
 

Precise and convincing 
I use a precise and convincing structure, appropriate paragraphing and a 

wide range of structurally and grammatically effective features. I 

sequence my work convincingly to the purpose of the writing style that 

shows an intentional overall coherence. 

 

Emerging 
I write basic ideas; sometimes they are linked.  I have some awareness of 

how to use paragraphs. My work shows a basic plot/ sequence. 
 



AO6 ‘Punctuation and sentences’ 

 

 Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for 

clarity, purpose and effect.   

 Use accurate spelling and punctuation. 
 

Confident 
I use a wide variety of sentence structures confidently for purpose and 

effect. I show a confident and accurate use of a range of punctuation.  I 

use Standard English confidently. 

 

 

Competent  

I use a variety of sentence structures for purpose and effect. I show a 

mostly secure and successful use of a range of punctuation.  I use 

Standard English competently. 

 

 Developing 
I use a developing variety of sentence structures for purpose and effect, 

including an attempt at some complex sentences. I show a generally 

accurate range of punctuation.  I use Standard English with some 

insecurity. 
 

Attempting 
I use straightforward simple and compound sentences.  I attempt to use a 

range of punctuation, although it is sometimes inaccurate.  I use Standard 

English but I am not secure using it. 

Precise and convincing 
I use well-crafted and controlled sentence structures for purpose and 

effect. I use a wide range of punctuation precisely and accurately.  I use 

Standard English precisely and confidently. 

 

Emerging 
I use simple, undeveloped sentences with some control of basic punctuation.  

I use Standard English occasionally. 
 



 

AO6b ‘Spelling (including tense agreements)’ 

 

 Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for 

clarity, purpose and effect.  

 Use accurate spelling and punctuation.  

 

Confident 
I use a wide range of words and spell them accurately, including irregular 

words. My tense agreement and control is secure and competent. 

 

 

Competent  

I use accurate spelling generally, including complex and irregular words.  My 

tense agreement is secure most of the time. 

 

 Developing 
I spell simple words accurately.  I spell complex words and words with 

irregular patterns with increasing accuracy.  My tense agreements are 

generally secure. 
 

Attempting 
I spell simple words accurately most of the time and I have some 

awareness of irregular spellings.  My tense agreements show some control. 

Precise and convincing 
I use an increasingly complex vocabulary and spell words accurately.  I 

spell irregular and words accurately, making errors infrequently. 

 

Emerging 
I spell simple words accurately most of the time. I have some awareness of 

irregular spellings but my sometimes what I write does not always make 

sense overall.  My tense agreements show some control. 
 



AO6c ‘Vocabulary’ 

 

 Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for 

clarity, purpose and effect.  

 Use accurate spelling and punctuation. 

 

Confident 
I use a wide range of vocabulary, showing a confident understanding of 

audience and purpose.  I use vocabulary confidently for deliberate effects. 

 

Competent  

I use an increasingly varied range of vocabulary, showing a clear 

understanding of audience and purpose.  I use vocabulary which is 

consistently selected for deliberate effects. 

 

 

 Developing 
I use a developing range of vocabulary, showing a clear understanding of 

audience and purpose.  I use vocabulary which shows some evidence of 

being selected for deliberate effects. 
 

Attempting 
I use relevant vocabulary appropriate to the audience and purpose 

Precise and convincing 
I use a wide and selective range of vocabulary convincingly.  I am precise 

and create shades of meaning. 

 

Emerging 
I use straightforward, but generally relevant, vocabulary choices showing 

some awareness of who I am writing for and why I am writing (the 

purpose…) 
 


